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1 
This invention relates to squeeze riveting and 

like machines and more particularly to means for 
applying the rivet setting pressure. This is a 
division of application Serial No. 316,299, ?led 
January 30, 1940, now Patent No. 2,310,625, dated 
February 9, 1943. 
One object of the invention is to transmit the 

motion of a reciprocable power piston to a paral 
lel rivet setting plunger through a wedge movable 
with the piston and through a pivoted lever hav 
ing arms engaged respectively with the wedge and 
with the plunger, the wedge being doubly inclined 
in order to move the plunger at diiierent speed 
and force ratios. ’ 
Another object of the invention is to cause the 

rivet set plunger to exert substantially the same 
ultimate pressure irrespective of the thickness of 
the work sheets. 
The latter object is accomplished by making 

the second of the wedge inclines engaged by the 
pivoted lever of uniform slope so that the me 
chanical advantage varies but little during the 
rivet setting portion of the power stroke. In a 
comparable device of the prior art the mechani 
cal advantage changes greatly during the power 
stroke, maximum pressure being not attained un 
til near the end of the limit of movement of the 
wedge. As a result that device is suited for use 
only with sheets of uniform thickness. In rivet 
ing other, thicker, sheets the strokes of the rivet 
set plunger and of the wedge are shortened and 
the full rivet heading pressure cannot be applied. 
Other objects and structural details of the in 

vention will be apparent from the following de 
scription when read in conjunction with the ac 
companying drawings, wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a view chie?y in longitudinal section, 
of a riveting unit embodying the mechanism of 
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the invention, the parts being shown at the end . 
of ‘the return stroke which is their normal posi 
tion; and 

Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. 1 showing the 
parts at the end of a power stroke, and in full 
and dotted outline indicating respectively the 
positions assumed when the work sheets are thick 
and when they are, thin. 
The machine disclosed herein as embodying the. 

mechanism of the present invention is a portable 
compression riveter which is light in weight and 
is adapted to be held or supported in the hands 
of the operator, when in use. Referring to the 
drawing, it will be seen that the principal sup 
porting elements of the machine are a cylinder 
5, an adapter 6, associated with the cylinder, and 
a U-shaped bracket 1 secured to the adapter. 
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A pair of guard plates I0 enclose the open sides 
of the bracket ‘I. The adapter 6 ?ts into one 
end of the cylinder 5 and is held in place by 
screws (not shown) extending into the wall of 
the cylinder. The adapter extends a short dis 
tance beyond the end of the cylinder 5 and is se 
cured to the side Walls (one shown) of the bracket 
l by a pair of tie rods 8 and a bolt 9. The lower 
or closed end of the bracket 1 is formed with a 
downwardly extending rib 20 to which is detach 
ably secured a yoke H. A particular yoke H is 
shown here merely by way of illustration since 
any one of a plurality of di?erently formed yokes 
may be attached to the rib 20; the selection of 
a particular yoke being determined by the re 
quirements of the work to be done. Each yoke, 
however, is formed with an anvil head in which 
is positioned a die E2 in line with a rivet set 
plunger l3 movable within a vprojecting portion 
M of the bracket 1. The die l2 and plunger l3 
cooperate as riveting members between which 
work sheets of varying thickness may be placed 
and joined by a rivet headed by the pressure of 
said plunger. The rivet set plunger I3 is urged 
upward, or away from the die I2 by a pair of 
springs l5 (one shown) tensioned between a pin 
it passed through the rivet set and a stud ll sup 
ported by one of the guide plates H0. The upper 
end of the rivet set plunger l3 contact-s an arm 
or shoulder formed on a lever 18 of the bell crank 
type which is pivotably mounted on a stub shaft 
l9 rigidly mounted between the side walls of the 
bracket 1. The outer end of the lever 18 is bi 
furcated to form a pair of arms Ilia which sup 
port a roller 2 I. The roller 2i is normally spaced 
slightly from the lower one of a pair of rollers 22 
mounted on the tie rods 8, and a Wedge 23 is ar 
ranged to enter between the rollers 2| and 22 and 
thereby force the lever it in a counter-clockwise 
direction to press the rivet set plunger 13 toward 
the die l2. The wedge 23 is pivotally connected 
to the bifurcated lower end of a piston rod 24 
which forms part of a piston assembly movable 
within the cylinder 5. 
The piston assembly com-prises, in addition to 

the rod 24, a pair of pistons 25 and 26 secured 
to the rod 24 and movable through respective 
chambers 21 and 28 formed in the cylinder 5. 
The chamber 28 is of considerably less diameter 
than the chamber 21 and is formed in a reduced 
elongated portion of the cylinder, which portion 
may be used as a handle for the tool. The outer 
end of the chamber 28 is closed by a cap 29, and 
a piston rod bushing 3| positioned in the inner 
end of the chamber 28 acts as a seal between the 
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chambers 21' and 28. To e?ect reciprocation of 
the piston assembly through power and return 
strokes, pressure fluid is supplied to the tool from 
a remote source and may be admitted alternately 
to the chamber 2‘! in back of piston 25 and to the 
chamber-5 28‘: in “front of. piston"26,'f the vadmission 
of ?uid to one chamber being accompanied by a 
venting of the other chamber. In the former in 
stance the assembly is driven downward (see 
Fig. 2) to force the wedge 23 between the rollers 
2| and 22 and set the rivet, while in the latter 
instance the assembly is returned:toithestarting 
position of Fig. 1. Any suitable'fmeansimaybe 
provided for controlling the flow of pressure‘fluid, 
for example, a conventional dour-Way »-va1ve. 
According to another and preferred method, valve 
means operating under the control of a hand le 
ver 32 acts to admit pressure fluid selectively to 
the back of piston 25 and constantly to the'front 
of piston 26. Immediately upon the release of 

iithei'press'ure in ‘chamber '2‘! "therefore the piston 
tassembly'i is retracted. In order thatfthe Icon 
’!tinuou'sly applied ‘return'pressure may be .bal 
Aance‘d’ duringthe: power stroke, pressure ?uid is 
"directedito the-‘rear ‘of piston "26 by means of ‘a 
~passage1i33 in. themed/2d, this ‘passage’ receiving 
f?uid‘ through 1a‘ port" 34 ‘communicating with the 
‘Iia'rea inwbackiof piston‘ 25. 

I-T-The wedge 23 projects through an opening 
»35li~formediin‘lthe adapter 16 and the<lowerend~ 
ithereofmormally engages the ‘roller ‘2!. The 
‘lface of ithel'we'dge adjacent vthe roller?“ is formed 
iiwlthi a'cam surface ima'de' up of two inclined ‘sur 
f‘faces 323a‘andi'2'3b adapted to be placed‘ succes 
‘sively in?coope‘rativerelation with theiroller 2|. 
-:During'the downward motion'ofthe wedge'f23 
l‘on-*the‘ power stroke the rollerl 2| travels "?rst on 
i’incline‘d portion 23a; which, having a steep slope, 
*vir'i'll‘move'rivet-set plunger l3’fast'but1without a 
‘high'rworkingpressure. As the wedge advances, 
i'the‘rlever 'I8‘rocksicounterclockwise about the 
‘pivot'l ['9 away from‘ the position shown» in’ Fig.- 1, 
‘thereby increasing vthe effective length "of ‘the 
mower‘ arm of'the-lever which is represented by 
‘the-‘distance between the pivot l9 and the line/of 
applied force which ‘passes through the center 
of’roller‘zl. ‘The slope of‘ the cam surface on the 
wedge ‘becomes ‘more’ gradual as theroller ‘2| 
‘enters upon‘portion 23b‘and now theplunger' I3 is 
“moved‘slower and‘ with ~greater pressure resulting 
“from the'increased‘mechanical advantage. With 
“ia‘he‘élements in the Fig/‘2 position,"the eifective 
“length :of'thepower arm of the lever‘ I8 is ap— 
'proachin'g its maximum amount ‘and is changing 
“only'in'a‘relatively slight degree in relation to the :1; 
‘further rocking movement. As long as the-roller 
‘remains on‘portion 23b there is no‘substantial 
‘furtherchange-in the mechanical advantage be 
"cause the surface 23b-is uniform in'slope and en 

gages the roller 2| to move the lever l8 to a posi 
tion in which its effective length approaches a 
maximum amount with a minimum rate of 
change. The stroke of the wedge permits the 

5 .roller to travel a short or long distance on por 
tion i23biaccord-ing toithe'ithiiikness of‘i'the Work 

~ sheets. “However, whether the ;"sheets" permit a 
travel of the roller only to the full line position 
or Fig. 2 or all the way to the dotted line position 

~l0 ‘thereof, the slope, mechanical advantage and 
'?nal rivet heading pressure will be substantially 
ltheisame. 
*What ‘is claimed is: 
‘1. ‘Ina‘power operated machine, a mechanical 

¢15Fmovement~comprising a, piston having a cam 
~:ming-. surface'ithereon, a power plunger movable 
I iniaa-lineparallel’ to the line of movement of the 
piston, a housing for the piston and plunger, a 
‘stationary pivot in the housing, a bell crank lever 

20 arranged between the foregoing lines and 
I mounted on the pivot to transmit movement-‘from 
'1 the" piston cam‘ to‘ the plunger, and airoller carried 
'by‘the‘ free ‘end of‘ the power arm'of theilever, 
said camming surface coactingfwlthssai'dfroller 

‘25 I to "move ‘shed-ever- about ‘its vpivot toward ‘ a,‘ 'posi 
tion of said lever relative to sa'i-d‘Yl-ines'lwherein 
rthe-effective length or the‘ power arm'of ‘the lever 
acted upon ; by i-the ‘cam approximates‘ its ‘maki 
lll'lll’llbm’ld the rateof changeof eifectivé‘length 

30 'of' thelipowerearm is substantially at'ritsiminimum, 
said‘ lever having a shoulder integrally "formed 
:thereon ‘ to actuate the ‘plunger. 

"2. ‘A ' mechanical"movement, vgas/f in '~ claim "1,5 in 
which the camming surface is uniformlyiinélined 

35‘toward the 'line or “movement ~-"of ‘the #plunger 
"thereby to rotate the" lever' tola'pproachi a'Yposition 
=of=parallelism ‘with said‘ line. 

3. A mechanical movement, asiini'claim'll-fin 
'whi'ch‘the shoulder is'formed ‘oniithelsidelofithe 

40 ‘lever away‘ from the piston. 
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